Iceland
Departures from Summer 2021
Moving Encounters, Exploring the World
Since 1992, 145 countries, 6 continents
An industry leader for nearly 30 years, Classical Movements is happy to now
offer additional tours for individuals and small groups, enabling lovers of the
arts to travel around the world and experience the finest of local culture.
Ævintýri! Let nature be your guide as you experience the wild beauty of mystical
Iceland. From geysers to volcanoes to glaciers, fire and ice rule this ancient land.
With history dating back to 9th-century Viking explorers, the island has always
attracted travelers who crave adventure. Modern-day Iceland is no different,
and is dotted with opportunities for kayaking, horseback riding, and whalewatching. Far from an unsettled wilderness, however, Iceland is also known
worldwide for its unique cultural offerings. With eccentric musical figures like
Björk to some of the best choirs in the world, religious architecture unlike
anywhere else, and historical landmarks dating back over a thousand years, be
transported into the mists by the wonders of Iceland.

PRICING, DATES, and INCLUSIONS (Subject to change)
PRICE does not include international airfare or airport transfers
From $4,425.00 - $5,199.00 per person
Prices are for small-group tours of 10-30 passengers. Bookings and pricing for individual groups of 2 or
more passengers available on request. Prices subject to change based on fluctuations in the travel industry
due to COVID-19.
DATES
August 14-22, 2021 | September 11-19, 2021 | October 9-17, 2021
Date ranges indicate start of services to end of services and hotel nights provided. Extra nights can be
booked on an individualized basis for additional cost.

INCLUSIONS
• 7 nights in 4-star hotels including breakfast
• Exclusive welcome and farewell dinners, including one drink (beer, wine, or local specialty)
• Six other meals, lunches or dinners, including one drink (beer, wine, or local specialty)
• Expert Classical Movements Tour Manager and engaging local tour guides
• Modern motor coaches or mini-bus depending on group size
• One-way flight from Akureyri to Reykjavik
• Sightseeing tours and entrances to top sites and cultural activities. Substitutions as per the final itinerary.
 Sightseeing tour of Reykjavik
 Walking tour of historic Thingvellir National Park
 Visits to two of Iceland’s famed hot springs, including the Blue Lagoon
 Ride on an Icelandic pony through the picturesque countryside
 Breathtaking natural sites, like Reynisfjara Beach and Jokulsarlon Lagoon
 Tours of Iceland’s incomparable waterfalls, like the famous Skogafoss
• Insider Classical Movements Experiences
 Concert at one of Reykjavik’s world famous concert venues, Harpa Hall or Hallgrimskirkja
 Immersive experiences in Icelandic spirituality and folklore, learning about the ancient beliefs in
elves and trolls
 Visit to the Whales of Iceland exhibit and a whale-watching trip off the northern coast to learn indepth about the whales that form a famous and controversial part of Iceland’s history, culture, and
even cuisine.
 A chance to learn firsthand from a homestay host about traditional Icelandic cooking and crafts
• Tips to guides and drivers
• Customized tour app to view your trip details including accommodations, transportation, activities, daily
tour itinerary, travel guides, performance and cultural event details, trip journal, and other helpful travel
tools, maps and more.

